
The Outsiders Vocabulary Crossword

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               



Across
3. a person that is a snobby rich kid
5. Newman popular actor known for his good looks and
blue eyes
8. to make a formal statement of what one swear to have
seen.
10. [Slang] a pistol.
13. unwilling to admit or accept what is offered as true;
skeptical.
16. at a distance, esp. in feeling or interested.
21. to attack or assault someone.
22. breakdown loss of mental or physical health:
collapse.
24. Flying mammal
25. done with feeling or open dislike for someone or
something regarded as undeserving of respect or
concern.
28. Likes to chase mice
29. acts or deeds, especially brilliant or heroic deeds.
30. an organized group that sometimes consist of
criminals.
31. Has a trunk
33. the act of grieving.
34. very cautious or careful.

Down
1. Man's best friend
2. Large marsupial
4. [Slang] to understand; get the idea.
6. in haste; hurriedly.
7. a person that is in the lower class that wears grease in
their hair.
9. [Slang] a policeman or the police.
11. uttering a sound in trembling unsteady voices.
12. impossible to come to understand.
14. in a composed and unconcerned manner.
15. a person who likes to challenge authority and break
the rules every now and then.
17. filled with or expressing anger caused by something
unjust, unworthy, or mean.
18. not personal; without reference or connection to a
particular person.
19. muscular strength.
20. [slang] something cool or sharp.
23. [Slang] intoxicated; drunk.
26. a fine, firm cotton cloth, usually striped or plaid, used
for shirts, dresses, and so on.
27. burning slowly with smoke and usually without flame.
28. a compact automobile produces by Chevrolet for the
1960-1969 model years.
32. spoken slowly with vowels drawn out beyond their
usual length.


